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BFP TERRAIN RULES (TR)

INTO THE RUBBLE (ITR)

ITR 1. RAILROADS: Boards BFP A and BFP B feature 
Railroads. All RR (B32) rules apply normally except as 
modified herein. BFP A T4 is an example of a RR hex.
 
ITR 1.1 RR MOVEMENT: All Infantry/Vehicular move-
ment is conducted per B32. When both BFP A and BFP 
B are aligned such that hexrows A are abutted together 
or hexrows GG are 
abutted together, 
the road switches 
which side of the 
railroad it is on. 
This is always con-
sidered a Ground 
Level RR crossing 
(B32.41). A unit 
moving along the 
road is always con-
sidered to enter A 
(GG) 6 of the board 
being moved on 
to. A unit moving along the RR is always considered to 
enter A(GG) 5 of the board being entered. (EX: a unit 
in BFP A FF5 on the road uses one MF to enter BFP B 
GG6 and is still on the road; a unit in BFP A FF5 on the 
RR uses the applicable RR movement costs and is in 
BFP B GG5 on the RR). Regardless of SBR defined RR, 
the A/GG RR hexes are always ground level. All hexes 
numbered 5 are RR and those numbered 6 are roads 
for offboard movement.

ITR 2.0 RAILROAD STATION/FACTORY: All Factory 
(O5) rules apply except as modified herein. A RR Sta-
tion is treated exactly like a Factory (B23.74); the term 
RR Station/Factory is interchangeable. They are always 
in effect on boards BFP A/B; each building with ≥ one 
road or railroad track entering it is a RR Station/Fac-
tory. Any building with a Factory Interior Wall (O5.3) 
on more than one hexside is also a Factory. Railroad 

tracks that enter a Factory are treated as a Vehicular-
Sized Entrance (B23.742; O5.2) and Rooftop Access 
Point (B23.87); the RR entering a RR Station is always a 
GLRR, regardless of SBR assigned type. BFP A building 
U8 is an example of a RR Station. 

ITR 2.1 GUNS: Any type of Gun, regardless of size, 
may set up in any board BFP A/B Factory (and any 
such ‘Factory’ overlay). Vehicles towing Guns may only 
enter through Vehicular sized entrances. A Gun may 
only enter/exit a non-vehicular sized entrance by Man-
handling [EXC: dm Mortar]. 

ITR 3. STORAGE TANKS: A large round gray struc-
ture that looks similar to a building is a Storage Tank. 
All Storage Tank (O9) rules apply except as amended 
herein. They are either a 1.5 level or 2.5 level obstacle. 
Those with a large white circle in the middle are a 2.5 
level obstacle. BFP A X7 is an example of a 2.5 level 
Storage Tank. BFP B X3 is an example of a 1.5 level Stor-
age Tank. 

ITR 4. TOWERS: A large round brown structure is a 
Tower. Hex BFP A K6 is an example of a Tower. All Tower 
(B34) rules apply except as amended herein. BFP A/B 
Towers are always one level higher than the base level 
of the hex except when an SBR states otherwise. The 
brown Tower depiction itself is a LOS obstacle. The 
ground level Location (but not inherent terrain) is a 
level one, +1 Hindrance (two level Hindrance if the 
Tower is specified at two levels above ground).

ITR 5. WALL HEXSIDE/EmRR: Board BFP B W6-W5 
is an example where a RR is adjacent to a wall, and a 
clarification is necessary when the RR is defined as 
an EmRR and is thereby treated as a Hillock. The wall 
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wise. Any road/RR that runs into a hex of the overlay 
creates a Vehicle size entrance along the hexside and 
a Rooftop Access Point in the hex of the building, even 
if the road/RR does not actually touch the building.

In the image shown above, the BFP F1 Factory Overlay 
has been placed on BFP A in hexes Z6-Z7. There is a 
Vehicular-Sized Entrance along the Y6-Z6, Y8-Z7, and 
AA6-Z6 hexsides; Z6 and Z7 also each contain a Roof-
top Access Point.

ITR 9. PARTIALLY RUBBLED BUILDING: Hex RC-1 
O3 represents a two-hex, 1.5 level building, one hex 
of which has been rubbled. Consequently, hex O3 is 
considered to be a 1.5 level LOS Obstruction, has a 
Ground and 1st Level and an inherent stairwell.

ITR 10. BUILDING-ROADS: Several hexes contain 
buildings with roads that parallel a hexside (EX: Over-
lay RC-1 P1), or straddle the hexside like a Narrow 
Road but contain terrain other than a building/woods 
in the ADJACENT hex common with the bypass-
ing road (EX: BFP A L3). For movement purposes, all 
bypass rules apply normally except as clarifed or 
amended herein for the hexside with the road. A unit 
using Bypass along the hexside is always considered 
to be on the road with LOS traced in the normal fash-
ion (i.e., A4.43 for Infantry/Cavalry, D2.37 for VBM). 
Units traversing a road hexside via Bypass pay the 
road movement rate. VBM is allowed regardless of the 
distance between the obstacle and the hexside. Dash-
ing across/along and Routing along are NA. B31.141-
.1411 applies for Roadblocks.

raises from ground level. A unit with Wall Advantage 
in W6 can see past W5, and for example, has an LOS to 
W3.

ITR 6. DEBRIS: All Debris (O1) rules apply normally. 
Debris overlays are placed in the same manner as 
other overlays. The Rubbled City overlay (BFP RC-1) 
also contains Debris hexes (EX: BFP RC1 hex L3 shown 
if the next image below).

ITR 7. RUBBLED CITY: (A portion is shown below)

The Rubbled City overlay BFP RC-1 is specifically 
designed for boards 1, 20, 21, 22, 45, 49, and 51. The 
overlay is always placed on hexes I2-I1 of the above 
noted boards.

ITR 8. FACTORY: The large overlay BFP F1 (shown 
below) is always a Factory unless an SBR states other-
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Beyond the Beachhead 2  (BtB)

BtB 1. BOCAGE: Bocage is depicted 
on hexsides by a green hedge en-
cased by brown. This brown depiction 
is part of the Bocage. All Bocage rules 
(B9) are applicable. Hedges and Walls 
may also exist on boards with printed 
Bocage.

The M5 hexside in the example to the 
right is printed Bocage.

BtB 2. BOCAGE VERTEXES: 
Any vertex that connects 
Bocage with a Hedge and/
or Wall and/or Light Bo-
cage (BtB 3) is considered 
Bocage for LOS/LOF and 
Concealment Gain/Loss 
purposes.

The L4/L5/M5 vertex in 
the image to the left is an 
example of a Bocage ver-
tex, where it connects with 
the L4/L5 hedge hexside.

BtB 3. LIGHT BOCAGE: Light Bocage only comes 
into effect by Special Battle Rule (SBR), and is used to 
represent Bocage that is more restrictive than a Hedge 
but not as restrictive as standard Bocage. If a SBR de-
fines Bocage as Light Bocage, all vertexes per BtB 2 
are Light Bocage. All rules for Bocage apply except as 
modified herein.

BtB 3.1 LOS: Light Bocage affects LOS as a ½ Level 
Obstacle and does not create any blind hexes. LOS 
along a hexspine exists just like a Wall/Hedge but with 
Bocage TEM. 

BtB 3.2 MOVEMENT: Crossing a Light Bocage hex-
side costs infantry 1.5 MF + COT of the Location being 
entered. Only fully-tracked vehicles may cross a Light 
Bocage hexside [EXC: any vehicle may cross via a road 
or Breach (B9.541)] by expending ¼ MP allotment, 
FRU + COT of the hex being entered. An AFV cross-
ing a Light Bocage hexside cannot use Reverse-move-
ment or carry Riders, and is subject to Underbelly Hits 
(D4.3), loss of Schuerzen (D11.2), and Bog Check as it 
crosses the Light Bocage hexside (D8.2, in the hex be-
ing exited) [EXC to all: if crossing via a road or Breach].

BtB 4. HEXSIDE BUILDINGS: 
Some hexsides on overlay 
BFP V-2 contain small build-
ings. A building that is in 
two hexes is still a one level 
building if there are other 
buildings in those hexes 
that touch the center dots. 
Such a building is not an 
extra Location for Victory 
Conditions.

BtB 4.1 LOS: LOS is affected normally. If rubble is 
placed in one of the two hexes, rubble blocks LOS 
along that hexside normally.

BtB 4.2 MOVEMENT: Bypass movement by any unit is 
NA along a hexside with a hexside building depiction.

BtB 4.3 SNAP SHOT: Snap Shots (A8.15) are NA to a 
Hexside Building hexside.

BtB 5. SPECIAL AMMUNITION: SCW/HEAT may be 
used against a unit claiming Wall Advantage through a 
Bocage/Light Bocage hexside as if it were a Wall.

BtB 6. OVERLAYS: Overlays BFP V-1, V-3, and H-1 are 
specially designed for use on boards BFP C, D, E, and 
F. The number alignment is placed on hexes K2-K1 on 
any of the boards, and may also be used on some other 
boards in the system. 

Blood and Jungle  (B&J)

B&J 1. TERRAIN COUNTERS: Placement of Crag/Or-
chard/Light Jungle/Dense Jungle counters effects ter-
rain the same as a Rubble counter (B24). The terrain 
in the hex is replaced by the terrain on the counter 
(B24.121). Any hexside walls/hedges remain (B24.2) 
[EXC: Light and Dense Jungle counters eliminate any hex-
side walls/hedges (G.9C)], and turns Gullies/Streams/
Wadis into Combination terrain.
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High Ground 2  (HG)

HG 1. FORDS: Board BFP K hexes L6 and R2 contain 
printed  Fords (B20.8-20.82).

HG 2. OVERLAY BFP C-1: Overlay BFP C-1 is specif-
ically designed for use on board BFP K. To align the 
overlay, match the hex coordinates of the overlay to 
those of the board. The overlay may also be used on 
other boards in the system.


